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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTIOO
Business.law is a course dealing primarily with the application
of legal principles and procedures to the personal business problems
of the individual.

Beyond his need for understanding legal rights

and responsibilities as an individual, the citizen needs to understand legislation that affects him as a member of society at large.

Every citizen has a need for a knowledge of business law in conducting
his personal affairs.

Indeed, it is seldom that a day passes that he

dees not make a personal contract.

Every time a person buys a newspaper, rides a bus,
attends a movie, eats in a restaurant, buys a home, buys
an article of clothing, or sends his wash to the laundry,
he makes a contract which is governed by rules and regulations.1
It also promotes the understanding of laws regulating the total
economy which affect the individual as a producer-consumer in that
economy.

Business could not continue without the certainty that law

will guarantee the contract, protect property rights, and regulate

the conduct of the people.

As law is an indispensable part of our

economic system, so law must be a part of our economic education.
Furthermore, the rules and regulations are designed for the protection
of all citizens.

1Hayden, Malsbary & Nolan, Principles and Problems of Business
Education, 3rd. Edition, (Cincinnati, 1967), p. 181.
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Doctor Daughtrey, of Old Dominion University of Norfolk, Virginia
states that:
In the long run, our business lav course should
(1) teach respect for lav, (2) enable the student to
understand fully his obligations to deal fairly vith
individuals and organizations, (3) give the student
in readily understood language the legal information

necessary to conduct his daily affairs, (4) help the
student adjust himself to his environment, (5) aid
the student to protect his own interests, and (6)
shov the student that he Yill be held responsible
for act~ and that ignorance of the lav protects
no one.

The course ws originally included 1n the course curriculum
as a means of e.cquainiting young people vi.th the principles of business

:management so that they could enter and succeed in the family business
vhen they left school. Even today.one of the purposes is to enable
the students to develop knovledges and understandings to assist

them in initiating, operating, and managing successfully small business
enterprise.

Hovever, another important objective ws added vbich

suggested that the course should also serve, for those vho intended to
go on

in a field of business. The specific objectives and aims or

the course set forth by Fisk and McKee are:

1. To enable the student to acquire the technical
vocabulary necessary to understand and use the
lav 1n his personal, civic, and business affairs.
2. To the extent of the student's ability, to enable
him to acquire a knovledge of the legal principles,
rules, and other content included in the course, and
to relate them to his own affairs.

3. To enable the student to develop habits of thinking
in legal terns and of recognizing the legal implications of situations as they arise.
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4.

To enable the student to learn how to analyze legal
problems and cases.

5.

To enable the student to protect his own interests
and those of his employer, to know what his legal
rights are, and to enforce them to the extent possible.

6.

To enable the student to observe the relation of law
to other subjects and to apply the knowledge as needed.

7.

To enable the student to realize and understand the
complexity of the law and to know when professional
legal aid is needed.

8.

To enable the student to understand and appreciate
the stabilizing effect of law in our society and
especially in the world of business.

9.

For a limited number of students, to provide guidance
and some limited exploration into the law as a possible
career.3

The content of business law is a part of that broad body of knowledge needed by the educated man.

It is general education, because

like other business subjects, it lived under the vocational banner
so long that it has not yet made a place for itself in the liberal
arts camp.
Business law, dealing as it does with the application of legal
principles and procedures to each individual's personal business
problems, make a definite contribution to general education.

Thus,

only teachers well trained in the basic business subjects and in the
teaching of those subjects should be asked to teach the course.

Business

law is peculiar in that state laws vary considerably, and a principle
may apply to one state or local community ~nd not to another.

This

means that the teacher should have a thorough knowledge of the business
law as it applies to the state in which he teaches.

Business teacher

3McKee Fisk, "Outcomes in Developing General Education Values in
Business Law," New Perspectives in Education for Bu.cdness, National
Business Education Yearbook (Washington, D.C.: National Business Education Association, 1963), pp. 335-337.
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education institutions should make Stll"e that prospective teachers

umerstand the legal peculiarities or the states in vhich the institutions are located.
Lav must be skillful.l.y taught to be meaningf'ul and rewarding
to the students. Various methods are used in teaching the course
and vhich ever procedure that the teacher desires to use should

be determined by the make up of the student learners. An enumeration
or procedures that may be used in the teaching-learning process

tollovs,;
1. Lecture - demonstration oosis

2. Discussion - question bl.sis

3. Vocabulary - concept, principle wrkbook drills

4. Problems - study oosis
5. Case study basis
6. Debating routines
7.

Committee study approach

s.

Role playing

9. Mock-trial basis
10. Written assigment - research paper
11. Oral assigments
12.

Displays, bulletin board, etc ••

13. Community resources - guest speakers, media from various
agencies

14. Simulations
15. Dramatizations from vritten script
As ve can see from the above enumeration, many methods or presenting the material involvf_ng the course, business lav, is present.

The
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methods of presentation will naturally differ among teachers; but the
outcome should be one of common concern, and that is to ensure that
students are exposed to a wealth of learning about business law.
Business law is required in many specialized business education
curricula, particularly in the large schools.
elective for business students.

In others, it is an

Most schools permit any student to

elect the course, if his program allows time for it, but the growing
demands on the college-preparatory student's time frequently rule
out his electing a business subject.

For this reason, the majority

of students who take the course still come from the business education
or general curricula.

However, recent professional literature indi-

cates a trend toward the promotion of business law for the academically
talented student.
Business law, in the American high school, is generally offered
on a one-semester basis.

Some public high schools, however, do offer

the course on an annual basis.

Business law is offered in the public

schools of Norfolk as an elective subject.
To justify the the offering of business law at the secondary level,
several educational guidelines must be followed to assure the enrollees
that a quality course will be taught.

First, is the selection of

instructional personnel for the courses offered.

Public high schools

seldom engage qualified lawyers to teach the business law course.

In

general, high school administrators select.their business law teachers
from those who are endorsed to teach the secondary basic business core
in the vocational business education.

These business teachers usually

have no more than 3-6 semester hours.

To compensate for this shallowness
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of background training, e.very effort should be· made to select teachers
who have had several years of teaching experience in the basic business
core area, who hold a fascination for teaching the subject content
incorporated in high school law, and individual who has an established
record for being skilled in handling a wide assortment of instructional
media.
Statement of Problem
The purpose of this study was to gather information on the educational procedures and practices used by the Norfolk Public School
System in developing, organizing, initiating, and administering its
business law program.

Specifically, answers were sought to the 25

questions included on the Information Forro used for gathering the
data needed for completing this research effort.

(See Information

Form in the Appendix).
A review of the Information Form will show that information

was gathered, compi.led and analyzed on the following broad general
areas of concern:
1.

The identification of the public high schools offering

business law in the Norfolk System, grade placement, enrollments, and
the justification of the placement patterns in the entire business
educati.on study curriculum.
2.

A determination of how the decision is made to offer the course,

who decides the grade placement, whether the course is offered as an

independent study course, and if business law should be a part of the
school's basic business study program.

?

3.

A determination of the effort t;hat is made to dete.rmine the

extent of interest tn the course, whether an effort is made to gain
information on the student population that might wish to enroll in tt1c
course, whether the course is offered as a part of the basic business
study program·or as an independent course and if there are course prerequisites and other selection factors taken into consideration before
one is permitted to take the course.
4.

The factors that govern the selection of business law teachers

in each of Norfolk's public schools, position taken concerning course
relevancy, whether it ls a general feeling that the course should be
offered to everyone that desires to take the course, and the difficulty of mastering vocabulary terms by low ability students.
Assumptions
The course, secondary business law, has wide appeal among high
school students, and a fairly large number of students take business
law from each grade level for various reasons.
Many secondary business educators regard the study of business
law as a major course for inclusion in the basic business study curriculmns of our Tidewater, Virginia high schools.

The following is an

enumeration of some viewpoints held by teachers of business law that
warrants its inclusion in the high schools of Norfolk:
1.

The study of business law will give the student a better

understanding of the need for rules or control in our econon.ic society
presently.
2.

It w:i.11 show the student that law is smriething that relates

to everything he does or will do as a member of our economic society.
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3. It v1ll help to destroy some misconceptions the student may
have harbored concerning the extent to which law af'f'ects his everyday
life and the injustice or inapplicability of lavas it relates to him.

4. It vill give

him an opportunity to learn certain law principles

that he might not otherwis~ be exposed to in high school.

5. It vil1 lead to the acquisition of extra-subject matter benefits
such as personality growth, respect for law enforcement officials, and
to the development of a code of ethics.

6. It vil1 aid the student in overcoming his feelings of helplessness as to the enforcement of his legal rights.
As a result of these viewpoints, all schools in the area offer

bttsiness law and plan to continue offering the course in the future.
The business lav teacher's endorsement and support for the study

is sufficiently great that they consider it worthy for inclusion as
a required basic business course for our average and above average

high school enrollees.

Tidewater business lav teachers further believe

that the course lends to a student becoming more proficient in dealing
vith personal problems and business matters involving legal relationships.

The business lav teachers provide for the inclusion of' economic

principles in the business law course.

Since the high school business

study program is the vehicle through which most of the legal training
needs are satisfied, and since the complexity or our economic system
demands a legal framevork within which to operate, it seems very logi-

cal that an understanding of the economic system should undergird the
study or business lav. Furthemore, for one to be an economically
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literate citizen one should understand the implications of various
basic legal enactments regarding and governing the rights of all
citizens •
. The main purpose of business lav on the secondary level is to
lead the student to an understanding of the pervasiveness of lav in
the economic society of which he is already a part.

The intent of

our local secondary business lav courses is to make the trainee conscious of his legal rights and the legal environment in which he lives.
'

He must be led to know that the American economy must operate with,
and could not operate without, two sets of rules:

one setting forth

hov the system is to work, and the other prescribing what is to happen
if, and vhen disputes should arise betveen members of the economy as
to how the system is actually vorking.

Justification for the Study
1. Many critics of vocational business education question the
validity of offering the subject, business lav, at the secondary
level.

In.secondary schools, lav is usually an elective, often

recommended in particular CUITiculums.
vho vishes to enroll in it.
and

It is open to any student

Because of the current interest in lav

legal matters generally, many nonbusiness students talce the course

rith other objectives in mind.

Inasmuch as everyone bas contact vi.th

and is affected by both business and the lav, it can be argued that

everyone vould and should take business law.
2. To produce evidence -which will shov that business law is
needed in Norfolk's public schools and that the enrollment in business
law classes are relatively high.
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3. To produce evidence vhich vill shov that the study of
business lav at the high school level generates knovledge that is
· of general value to all. The study of business lav Yill give the
student a better understanding or the need for rules and controls
in our present day economic society.

It Yi11 also help destroy

some misconceptions and give him an opportunity to learn certain
economic concepts to vhich he might not otheI'W'ise be exposed in
high school.

4. To cite evidence that high school trainees, including the
early school leavers

and the graduates will benefit from the knowledge

gained throughout the study or high school business lav.

The student

vi1l perhaps develop a code or ethics vhich vill pervade throughout

his lifetime, business and personal.

5.

To seek data from the business l.av teachers that vill justify

the offering of business lav in the five high schools of Norfolk's
public school system.

6. To shov the procedures vhich are used in the selection of
business lav teachers vithin individual departmental school organizations.

This fact vill shoW' the necessity or being very selective for

schools to have a successful business law program.
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Pefini:tion

or Tenns

Terms which appear in this paper vhich may be unfamiliar or
contusing to the reader will now be briefly defined.
1) IJigh school business law-a course dealing primarily with the
application of legal principles and-procedures to the personal
business problems of the individual. It also promotes the
understand.in~ of laws regulating the total economy vhich affect
the individual as a producer-consumer in that economy.
2)

I3asic business study track-that part of the total educational

program that evecy student should be made awre of at one time
or another during the high school years. We may further define
basic business as a program of common needs learning.

3) Elective courses-those courses vhich are available for any

student to select randomly. A certain number or hours of
participation are required in elective courses, but the student
is not required to take a particular course for graduation.

4) Prescribed courses of study-those courses vhich lead to·a

specific type of diploma such as a general or vocational.
Students are assisted in the selection of these courses by
guidance counselors and the classroom teacher.

5)

Secondary school-a school where students ranging from grades
nine through twelve attem for training purposes.

6)

Pre-vocational-that is, it J.g:tds certain students to pursue
a business course sequence in college because of the interest
vhich has been aroused in the high school.

7)

Concept-an abstraction from observed events; it is a word
that renresents the similarities or common aspects of objectives
or events that are othervise quite dif'ferent from one another.
Concepts are vital in the understanding of business law.

8) Mean value-the sum of the evaluative ratings assigned to selectr,
answers from respondents to provide a basis for detennining the
true results of the survey questionnaire fonn.
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Or!'.".anization of the Remainder of the Studv
The remainder of this study will consist of four additional
chapters, A Review of the Literature, Procedures and Applications
for Completing Study, Presentation and Analysis of Data and Summary
and Recommendations.
Several tables will be presented in this paper in an effort to
clarify and interpret the data produced by the investigation.

In

addition, a copy of the cover letter, the research request letter
to Norfolk public school's research analyst, the letter of response
from the analyst and the Information Form Pertaining to High School
Business Law used in gathering data for this research effort.

CHAPl'ER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Textbook authors, vriters of journal articles and classroom teachers
agree that business lav is a vital and necessary part of the total secondary school educational program and that an organized business education

program contributes to and expands the scope of the school curriculum.
Business lav enhances the unique characteristics of the individual student,
assists the student in developing a realistic concept of himself and in
understanding the rules and regulations that govern our society today.
Even though the importance of business lav is vholeheartedly endorsed.
by concerned persons, there are differences in the methods of selecting

business lav teachers, determining grade placement, teaching patterns
and vhether business lav should be a part of the school's basic business
program or, offered as an independent special interest course ••• for all
interested persons.
In reviet.ting the literature for this chapter, much general information

relating to business lav w.s found.
vere discussed most frequently.

It w.s noted that tour areas of concern

These vere purpose of business lav, methods

of teaching business lav, vhat lav does for the individual and vho should
teach business lav.

Information pertaining to these four areas.of concern

vill nov be discussed.

1.3
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J>Jarnose

or Business Lav

As stated earlier, business lav is a course dealing rlth the appli-

cation of legal principles and procedures to the personal business problems
of the individual and its purpose is to ensure that each student understands

what his rig~ts and responsibilities are in the economic society which he
lives.

Lav has to do 'W'ith democracy.

The existence of rule by law provides

the assurance of expectation upon vhich our economy is based.

No one,

including the government, can encroach upon the veakest or our citizens
who has access to the courts and an advocate to press his case.

It is

the lav•s protection that prevents democracy from degenerating into a
dictatorship or the majorities.1
The consumer must know not only.his privileges in exercising freedom

ot contract; he must also lmow that the legal framevork of the society
that guarantees his freedom at the same time imposes an obligation upon
the parties to the contract.

Furthermore, the parties can be forced

through courts of lav, if necessary, to discharge their obligations. 2
For better or for vorse, ve have become a law-oriented and litigation prone society.

People are more conscious than ever of their rights.

Individuals may grumble about high taxes and big government but, they
are quick to seek nev legislation to correct vrongs and maladjustments

of modern life.

Increasingly, individuals are quick to sue to secure

redress of vrongs or the protection of their rights. 3
1Ethel Thayer, "Inspiring Business Law", Business F4ucation Foi,am.,

May, 1970, P• 2.

2naughtrey, A. S., Methods of Ba.sic Business and Economic F4ucation,
2nd. ed., (Cincinnati: Soutmrestern Publishing Company, 1974), P• 519.

3risk and Metus, Applied Business
Publishing Company, 1977), P• iv.

Law,

(Cincinnati:

Soutmrestern
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·Methods or Teaching Business Lay
In all basic business classes there vill necessarily be some use of

the lecture method.

But, this method has severe limitations, particularly

for high school classes.

The business lav teacher, of course, must describe

and explain; but this should be accompanied by visual aids, demonstrations,

or chalkboard illustrations vhenever possible.

The students should be shown

the relationship betveen our free-enterprise system and our legal system.
Our lava support and reinforce the freedoms ve enjoy, and developing an

understanding of this positive side of the lav vill increase the student's
respect for the entire legal structure.4

Business lav on the high school level has alvays presented a number

or

problems to the teacher of that subject, regardless of whether the

course is one or tvo semesters in length.

One such problem is hov to

combat the student's fear that Business Lav is an extremely difficult
course-a

rear

t.rhich, unfortunately, is quite often.produced, or at least

compounded, by the course description contained in the handbook used for
student counseling.5
No doubt the most obvious, most important, but least considered

device is the teacher himself.

It is his vigor and intelligence, his

intense interest in and enthusiasm for his subject vhich is transmitted
to the students and vhich creates the most lasting impression on them.
Nor should t.re overlook his justice, lrumor, and fairplay in impartially

4Daughtrey, A. S., Methods of Ba.sic Business and Economic Education,
2nd. ed., (Cincinnati: Soutlnlestern Publishing Company, 1974), P• 524.
5riala, Ralph J., Hey to Teach Busi.negs Lnv, (Maine:
Publisher), 1965, P• 9•

....

J. Weston Walch,
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dealing 'With the students. These things, in addition to being stimulators

·or student

interest, are often emulated by the students to the benefit of

themselves and the society in vhich they interact.5

What Law Does for the Individual
As stated earlier, the main purpose of business lav is to lead the
student to an tmderstanding of the pervasiveness of lav in the economic
society of which he is already a part.

He must be led to know that the

American economy must operate 'With, and could not operate 'Without two sets
of rules; one setting forth hov the system is to vork, and the other prescribing vhat is to happen if and Yhen a dispute should arise betveen
members of the economy as to hov the system is actually vorking. The rules
say that a person must live up to his business agreements, provided they
contain the required elements of contract essentials. When he does not do
so, a dispute vil1 ensue; this dispute vil1 have to be resolved and in order
to understand the best course of action to take the student needs to be
aware of legal misconceptions, principles vs. enforcement, economic concepts
and other student benefits.

or

course, within each of these four areas lie

additional and more specific individual needs than those nov to be briefly
discussed.
1,.ega.l Misconception.§_.

The student might conceive of business lav

as relating only to the operation of business enterprises, the purchase
or a home, the making of av.ill, or other large and :ilnportant eventso

This

conception should be altered to one that recognizes hov vital and omnipresent a force is in modern life-no one is beyond its influence and effect.

5Ibid., P• 11.
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The student should be led to see that he is involved 'W'ith essential legal
principles every time he buys a paperback or a candy bar, has a car greased,
rides on a bus, leaves his coat v.:i.th a checkroom clerk, or eats a meal in
a restaurant; that the same rules vhich apply to the purchase of a $6,000
..

automobile apply equally to the purchase of a one-cent piece of bubble

gum.6
Principles vs. Enforcement. A further student difficulty which must
be overcome is the seemingly unabridgeable gulf' in his mind betveen legal
principles and their enforcement.

One often hears a student complain, "Hov

can you sue for a breach of contract vhen you can't even prove that you made
one.?ir

Or, "Hov can I take back this radio just because I'm a minor? They'll

never give my money back, and I don't see hoy I could make them.
The first of these questions v.Ul give the teacher an opportunity to
discuss various aspects of evidence: rltnesses, cancelled checks, sales
slips, a series of letters and other communications. The second question
leads to an explanation of the function of the small claims courts.

Both

questions together make for a bridging of the gulf mentioned above7
;Economic Concepts. Law has to do Yith freedom in our economic society.

In the sense that

if we did everything right ve voul.d not need a law against

a nonexistent vrong, hovever in the sense that a popw.us society needs order
to protect individual rights, law is essential.

Perhaps the most vital

issue in modern times is the relation of lat.r to liberty.

It is not enough

that the lav should merely confer security upon citizens and their property
vhen it could be used as a means of giving effect to basic freedoms.

6Ibid., PP•¾.
7Ibid., PP• 4-5.

It
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seems to be the destiny of individual freed.om at the present time to be
defended mainly by economists rather than by political scientists ••••

In fact, freedom is not only an economic or political concept, but also,
and probably above all, a legal concept, as it necessarily involves a
vhole complex ·or legal consequences.8
Other Student Benefits.

In addition to all of these considerations,

relating primarily to the content of Basiness Lav, ve vould be remiss i f
ve did not mention some more peripheral benefits accruing to the student
as a result of his taking the lav c-,0urse.

A prime example of such a benefit

is the personality growth that can take place as a result of role-playing
\

in skits and trials.

Moreover, the study- of lav

many

times creates in the student a nev

and a reasoned. respect for lav enforcement agents and officials. In some
cases, this net1 respect leads to a consideration of lav enforcement as a
possible goal for the student's life vork.
In many cases, the business lav student comes to business J.av
vithout any- ethics-almost completely amoral; or i f he comes vi.th soma,
they- are based on early-childhood, unreasoned set of "thou shalt's" and
ttthou shalt not 1 s."

This is not meant to suggest that religiously moti-

vated. ethics are not good and are to be replaced. by something seaular;
rather, they are to be augmented. if they are held at all. Thus, a person

vho believes in Biblical commandments should be able to build on that
belief an additional set of legal commandments.9

$.r~er, Ethel, "Inspiring Business !AY", Business Education Forum,

May-, 1970, P• 2.

9rtala,

Ralph

J.,

Publisher, 1965), P• 7.

How to ;:each Business !Av, (Maine:

J. Weston Walch,
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Who

Should Teach Business

Lav

Business lav, deaUng as it does vi.th the application or legal principles
and

procedures to each individual's personal business problems, makes a defi-

nite contribution to general education. Thus only' teachers vell trained in
the basic business subjects and in the teaching of those subjects should be
asked to teach the course.10
A person vho is a competent instructor can easil.7 learn to teach bnsiness

lav. All good teachers share common professional characteristics and a nonlawyer teacher need only learn the subject matter to do an equally effective
job.11

In summary, business lav is a course deaJ:fng primarily- vith principles,

rules and regu3.ations designed to help support and meet the needs or f1Very
individual in our economic society-o The course also is designed to help

vith individual needs concerning personal matters of all kinds.
The course is also one vhich requires concentrated effort by all
concemed in order to indulge themselves into the content tor reaping
satisfying results. This in turn leads to the understanding or reasons
tor having lavs and regulations.

The concentration also leads to the much

needed personality grovth by all involved persons.
Business lav is vholehea.rtedly endorsed by concerned persons and the
OYerall goals and objectives are very sjmiJar.

The course is needed by

s"tudents to help see and 1lllderstand the need for a veil regulated sy-stem
ot government and governing of the system vherein ve all live.

10Nolan, Haydn, Malsoo.ry, Principles and Problems of Business p:Iucation,
(Cincinnati: Southvestern Publishing ComJEDY, 1967), p. 184.
11l(illiam Mazel, "Laymen Teaching Business Lav",
Filucation, May, 1975, p. 318.
·
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CHAPTER 3

PROCEDURES AND APPLICATIONS FOR CClIPLETING STUDY

The primary ?]rpose of this study is to determine vhether the business

lav teachers in the City of Norfolt, Virginia high schools differ in their
opinions related to the justification for teaching business la\l' at the
high school level and. methods of teaching the course.

Business la\l' teachers

in the Norfolk Public Schools vill be asked to complete the Information Form
pertaining to many facets of our high school business law curriculum.

The secondary school business

la,.,. teachers vill indicate their concep-

tions, beliefs and ansvers through completing the Information Fom Pertainin..e,
to High School .Business

L.'l':;!•

Tie respondents will use their previous experi-

ences and knovledges gained from teaching in their respective school as
resource infonnation for the completion of the information fonn used in this
study.
The information gathered vi11 identify the high schools off~ring business lav in the Norfolk System, grade placements, enrollment, placement pat-·
terns in the business education curriculum, determinations of Yho decides

grade placement and if an effort is made to predetermine the extent of
student interest in the course before entry.

The infonnation ,rill also

point out the factors that govern the selection of business J.a\l' teachers

in each of the Norfolk Public Schools and the position taken concerning
relevancy

or

the course.

Information will also show vhether there is a general feeling that the
course should be offered to everyone that desires to take the course and
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vhether it is felt that the vocabulary terms found in most state adopted
textbooks are too difficult for the low ability student to master.

Selection

or the Instrument

To obtain data for completing this research effort an Information
Form, or questionnaire, w.s prepared and mailed to those high school
teachers in the Norfolk Public Schools who had teaching assignments in
the be.sic business course, business lav, during the Spring semester,

1980.
Since it was not feasible to interviev personally all teachers of
business law in the Norfolk Public Schools the Information Form, the
vehicle vhich was used, allowed for responses to certain basic questions
and

was also considered the best instrument to gather data.
The Information Form used for gathering data for completing this

study appears in Appendix B. The torm w.s prepared under the supervision
of m::r study directors Dr. H. Q. Webb, Professor of Business Education
and Oftice Administration, School of Business, Old Dominion University

and Dr. John Ritz, School of F.ducation, Old Dominion University.
An analysis and raviev of the Information Form Yil1 reveal the nature
and

kinds of information sought through this research effort.

Specifically,

the Information Form vill yield information relating to the methods being
used currently in teaching business law, justifications for teaching the
course, its relevancy in the Norfolk Public Schools, procedures used in
selecting teachers for the course, vhether or not there is a general
feeling that the course should be offered to everyone that desires to
take it and if the vocabulary terms found in most state adopted textbooks
are too difficult for lov ability students ••
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S,election of the Sample
An Information Form vith a cover letter ws sent to the five business

lav teachers in Uorfolk Virginia's public school system.

The Information

Form mailed to these teachers contained twenty-five questions.

All respon-

dents were asked to record their responses by checking the correct space
according to their judgment and uriting 8.llS'Yers vhere required on the information form.

The fom also provided space for comments.

It ws the intent of the investigator to permit members of the Norfolk
Public School's business law program to express opinions ~ t would be utilized in determining the current methods being used in teaching business
lav and individual feelings concerning the program.

The investigator felt

that each individual used in the survey ws lmowledgeable and concerned
vith the current status of the program in Norfolk's public schools and
vould benefit from the results of the survey.
Apalysis of Res:R9ndents
All five business law teachers employed in the five zoned high schools,
Granby, Lake Taylor, Maury, norview and Washington were requested to complete
the Infomation

Fonn,

Pertainint:; to High School Business Lav.

This represents

one hundred percent of the teachers that taught business lav in the Norfolk

public schools during the Spring s001ester, 1980.
Conducting the Research
The Inf'ormation Form prepared under the direction of

my

advisors, along

vith a cover letter explaining the purpose of this study ws mailed or delivered in June to the business lav teachers, after permission ws granted to
survey the teachers by Dr. Anna G. Dodson, Education Division Director of

I .

,,

Research, Testing and Statistics for Norfolk• s public schools. A copy of
this letter can be bound in Appendix B. A copy of the Information Form
used in conducting the study vhich w.s sh0\1?1 on preceding pages can also
be found in Appei:dix B.
From

the five requests from the business lav teachers, five replies

vere received. They represented, as previous~ stated, one hundred percent

ot the population surveyed.
Treatment of Data
A nan:tnsl scale w.s used for tabulating the results from the information

forms. Following receipt of' the ronns, all data w.s tabulated by a band
scoring method. The response-to the itens w.s not cited as right or vrong,
bit shoved status on prevaling conditions CUITently. This data w.s analyzed
quantitatively and reported in table f'orm. The comments vere presented in
summarized form. The question appearing on the form that did not allov
for checking ansvers w.s also presented in summarized form. The basis of
validity for the entire study w.s dependent upon the judgment of the business
lav teachers. involved.

The f'olloving chapter presents the results of the information forms

received from the participmts.

Information pertaining to the purpose of

each question can be found in an emmierated listing entitled School and
Administrative Policy Governing Course in Appemi.x A.·-

~

'
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CHAPrER4

PRF.SENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
The main purpose of this investigation w.s to determine vhether the
business lav teachers in the City of Norfolk, Virginia high schools
differ in their opinions related to to the justification for teaching
business lav at the high school level and methods of teaching the course.
The responses given on information forms received from teachers or the
Norfolk public schools indicate differences in some aspects.
This chapter analyzes the data obtained from the business lav teachers
in Norfolk's public school system. The analysis vill include each question
that ws listed on the information form.

The respondents represent one

·.hum.red percent of the teachers of business lav in Norfolk's public schools
during the Spring semester, 1980.
The .first two questions vere listed to determine if business lav va.s
offered in all or Norfolk's public schools during the 1979-1980 school
year and the grade levels being offered the course. Table 1 shows the
status of these schools during this period.
Table 1
Norfolk High Schools Offering Business Lav
and

Grade Levels of Placement
Identification
or Schools
Granby
Lake Taylor
· Maury

ottered

Not Offered

11
9
9
9
9

X
X
X

NorvifN

I

Washington

X

Grade Levels of Placement
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through 12
through 12
through 12
through 12

through 12

I

I,.
ii:,,'
i

A
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From the respondents of the Norfolk public schools it was determlned
that 100 percent of the schools offer business law.

It Yas also deter-

mined that all schools, with the exception of one, ~fer the course at
grade levels nine through twelve.

One school offers the course only

at grade levels eleven and twelve.
Questions three and four indicated that all schools offer the course,
business law, as a part of the school 1 s basic business study program and 1

that the course is not offered as a special interest course to accommodate
interested students.

Coments on the infonnation fonns indicated that the

course is not a required subject for the business program and is not
recognized as basic business in the state VERS Reporting System.
Table 2 shows the 1980 yearly enrollments in business law classes
in Norfolk's public high schools, ho,.; the decision is made to offer the

course and who determines the grade placement for the course.
Table 2
Average Enrollment, Course Offering and Grado Placement Determination

**

Grade
Placement
Determination

Total E:nrollr:lents
School Year 1980

1

4

100+

take Taylor

1-2-3

5

80

Maury

1-2-3

5

72.

Norview

1-2-3

5

100

Washington

1-2-3

5

80

Identification
of Schools

*Decision to
Offer Course
Made by

Granby

*l Student Intorest
2 Teachers
3 Teachers and Adr:tinistrators

**

4 Teachers
5 Teachers and Administrators
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The table shovs that 80 percent or the school's decision to offer
the course, Business Lav, is made through a concentrated effort of
student interest, teachers and teachers am administrators. Grade
placement is determined by teachers and administrators at 80 percent
of the schools.

One school allovs student interest only to be the

deciding factor in offering the course and in the same school teachers
decide the grade placement.
The total enrollment for the schools range from 72 to slightly more

than 100 students per year for each class vith all schools having multiple
sections of business lav.
Questions 8 and 9, .concerning 'W'ho or 'W'ha.t factors determine whether
the course vill be offered as a pa.rt of the school's basic business study
program and whether or not the course is offered as an independent study
course, respondents stated that student interest and business educators
make this determination and the course is not offered as an independent
study course.
Question 10 dealt vith whether business la'W' should be a required
part of the school's basic business curriculum. Sixty percent of the
respondents felt that it should be and forty percent felt that it should
not be.
Table 3 shove whether or not an effort is made to predetermine the
extent of student interest in high school business lav and if an effort
. is made to predetermine the number of student population that might vi.sh

to enroll in the course.
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The table shoYS that 80 percent of the sc.11.ools put forth no effor-'i.,

to predetermine student interest in the business lav course and 80
percent of tho schools put forth an effort to predetermine the number

or

the student population that might wish to enroll in the courso.
Table 3
Predetermination of
Student Interest and Student Population

Identification
of School

Student Interest

Student Population

Granby

Yes

Yes

Lake Taylor

No

Yes

Maury

no

Yes

Norvieu

No

No

Washingt.on

No

Yes

Qttestions number 13 and 14 shows that the communication of information

concerning the course, Business Lav, is communica.ted to interested student
groups mainly through business education teachers and guidance counselors.
One hundred percent of the respondents felt that both vere of equal importance in transmitting information to students.

other methods of communi-

cation given by the respondents were:
1.

Word of mouth of students who have taken a phase of lav. ·

2. Mostly by infonnal student communicati.ons between other students.,
The respondents indicated that none of their schools offer business
law a.s an independent study course.
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Table 4 shm,s data concerning prerequisites and other selection
factors that govern Yhether one will be pennitted to study business lay.

The respondents indicated. that no prerequisites are required. for entry
into the class. This table also shows the respondents• feeling concerning
general educa:Honal values, those knowledges and skills needed by everyone,
vhich should be emphasized. in a high school businesg law course.

Table 4

High School Course Prerequisites
and

General Educational Values
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0

0

0
0

0

0

]

~

~

0)

•.-1

~

0
0
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$
0

i
0
0

r-1

e

~
0
u

Q)

i-l

0)

Q)

~

J-1

0

§
{l.l

i0
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Granby

None

X

X

X

X

X

Lake Taylor

None

X

X

X

X

X

Maury

None

X

X

Norviev

None

X

X

X

X

'Washington

None

X

X

X

X

X

X

A breakdown of this information shows that 100 percent of the respon-

dents feel that legal misconceptions, contracts and torts and cri~es are
ver-y

important for general educational values.

Sixty percent of the

respondents feel that economic concepts are ir.tpor-'-vant and 80 percent feel
that control in business should be included.
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The comme11ts by the re:~ponc'l.ents on the ini'om.ation forms sho1,1ed

i},:1 t

in addition to the general ·educational needs Gho,._m in tt:.ble 11• there 1°::,,y_,~:..,I

be:
1 ..

System of Legal Juris:prud.cnce

2.

!.AV bf

Sales

3. ownership - PriV::lte and Real Property

4. Ucgotinble Instriments
An analysis of table 5 shous that tooching n.ssi.gillilents are 1;-u,!d0 b;:r

department heads at all schools u.nd only one school alJ.o.r:, for a -,;c.r:1
of factors to govern the~ selection of tho school Is busiJ:1css lc.t-1 tci::10:1,·<,.,
The departnwnt chair.-..1rm selected each of the respondents for tcmcb5.:·<, ~.}v,

course at each cchoole.
The respondents -were asked if they wouJ.d be pleaoed if scle..::tcd t.n
teach multiple sections of business law and one hundred percent od.3
yes to the question.

'l'able 5

Businc::is Law Teacher Selection Factors

Identification
of Schools

Background
Preparation

Teacher

T(~tching

I11t01~fjS t

E.;,;:i)2ri. cnce

Ast1ir,11txl t·~'"r
Dr:})3.J:'"~~ment Jir ···.:. ~

------------·----------------,·---·---'···---- ..
Granby
Lake Taylor

X
X

X

Maury

X
X

X

X

X
y

"
- - - - · · · - - -.. _._...... _" _

_,,..,__,,_... _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ , _ _ _ "'"'"4'•"'~···~M,~- .. ,,, '"'~ ... ,-......-,,...
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The respondents Yere a;;;ked to cite reasons for Yishinc to teach
business lm.r and a variety of statcocn{;s were e;iven.
sui. temer,ts

The folloiri.ng

indicate the respondents I reason::1 :

l. Students need to knou the fra::iework

1nt.h.i.n which tho

syaten of law opcro:t.es.

2.

Students need to understand the "fine print_n in contr-.;.cts.

3.

Students need t.o be mm.re of concepts and differentiation

between crimes and torts.

4. raw classes afford an excellent opport.1.mity to rc1nforce
concepts of good citizenship and moral ethics ..

5. Students are interested in the course.
6. Very pertinent to student's f'utm·e.
7.

Citi~onship tra.ird.ng.

8.

Consumer protecti.on.

9. General lmowlede;o of Basic
10.

J-"-"l.W.,

'1l·1Y hus1)and is an attorney".

'l'able 6 shows tl1at 80 percent of the respondents feel that the
relevancy of business lm1 at the high school level is high and 20
feel that it is average.

!J(;l'08nt

'l'he vocabuJ.a:ry contained in most sto,te wlor ~cd

business lair textbooks are f olt to be too difficult by 60 porcont cf th,

respondents.

Eighty percent of the respondents foel that the cours~,

business law should be offered to evo~.rone that <.1eslres to take the cm,xnc

and only 60 percent feel that the cour8e should be offered to Jow n'b5.1ii.:y

stuc1enw.
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Tablo 6
Relovancy of B1.rnino~is I,.'lw
Vocabu.lar-J Difficulty nrd Offcr5..ne;s

Identification
of School

Relevancy

Vocabttlnr-;

Of:ered to

'i'oo Difficult

Everyon.e

o:·1·c:tc.J ~ c·
Lmi 1_:::1~.;,. -1. -:: >..,
St,1}.c: ~;t\

.,

..... ~ - . . . . . . . - ~ - . , . . , , ... _,.,....._ .. ">,.>

Granby

High

Yes

No

Ho

Lake Taylor

High

Yes

Yes

Yes

Maury

Average

No

Yes

Yes

NorYiew

High

Yes

Yes

no

Washington

High

}Jo

Y(:1s

VC"e:

'fhis chapter reported t.he results of tho Information
to the five Norfolk PUb1ic Schools in IYorfoD~, Virr,inin.

••

l'O:!."':t

J\o"

C'Lrealat,·i

Tho re-:p(.J,di:.Jnt:c

were the five teachers of the course, BtWiness J,au, in the h5.r;11 s:;h::-•:'}: 1
Granby, Lake Taylor, Haury, Horv'i.c~r and Wnshington..

Tho data extrc.ctt·,J

from th,e Itlfonnatio!1 Form \las ~'Y)J.llyzCt1 and presented. in para,frrar,h. and

tabular forn.
'.I'ho respondmts indicatoo tr.at business law is offered at o.11 r;cl·,o:)l:i
in the HorfoJJ: public sch:,ol ::yrite!;l and is eonera11y off ercd at. gr2td(, 1

nine throuGh twelve.

Decis:i.ons to offer tho conrso are gonernJJ.y r.w.(" ,3

·v_;

teachers and adr.1inistrators with tho grade placement deter:;1.i.'1..1.t.ion b<>X.'
made by teachers and aclu.i.nis tra tor8 most often.

The total yearJ.y· cnroJ.:1.-

ment ranges i'ro:2. 72 to 100 over a four phase frame uh1ch is a. gooc~ o.·,c:;:.:.,:;o

for an elective clasn.
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The Information Form completed by- the respondents indicated that
the five teachers are in agreement at least fifty percent or better in

all cases concerning the varying areas of business lav concern.

·clIAPI'ER 5
SUHMARY At.Ti) RECOMHENDATIONS

The problem presented L"l this study wns to determine whether -~he
business lnu teachers in the City of Norfolk, Virginia. hieh schools d:iff0!"

in their opinions related to the justi.fice.tion for teaching business 1r;u
at the high school lovol and methods of teaching the course.

'£he problet,

also concerned itself with the feelings of tho respondents thnt te'.lch th::i
course, Business Law, and th(; selection factors that are used in dct,:T'""'

mining who will tea.ch the course.

This study was concerned with tho

methods used to interest the students i..'1 taking the com:·se and the 1,.u:,,,bE,r
of students actually taJd.r,.g the course over a certain time frame.
A review of the literatu.re suggests the following points.

In ell

basic business classes there will be various methods usc<l to get the
message to studonts concerning the relationships between them and t:.,e
economic system vheroin we all operate.

One's competence or incoop~r~onco

has a direct bearing on other me~bers of the economic society.

The

literature also revealed that business law is wholehearto::lly cndorscC:. by

concerned persons and the overall eoals arid objectives are very si'•,dlri.~·
and that

a person who ls a competent instructor can easily le,arn to tsach

business lav because all good teachers share common professional chr:.r~ctoT-

istics and can do an e>1ua.lly effective job~
An Information Form ws designed under the direction and contr·o~:. of

advisors and circulated to the norfolk, Virg1.nia public high schools in

order to ascertain their opinions and feelings a.bout tho characterlr; ~ics
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ot business lav. The study, vhich ws fonnulated as a descriptive
survey, represented the high schools of Norfolk, Virginia, vhich
are, Granby, Lake Taylor, Maury, Norviev and Washington.
Tp.e Infonnation Fonns vere hand tabulated and presented in

tabular and paragraph fonn.

Chapter 4 gives a presentation of this

data.

Conclusions
In conclusion, the study revealed that:
L

All of Norfolk 1s public high schools offer the course,
business law.

2.

Four out of the five high schools offer business lav at

grade levels nine through tvelve with the fifth school
offering the course at grade levels eleven and twelve.

3. The course is offered as a part of the school's basic
business curriculum at all schools and is not offered
independently as a special interest course to accommodate
interested students.

4. The average yearly enrollment for each class, vhich consists
of four phases, range from 72 to 100+ students for each
school.
;.

The determination for grade placement is made by teachers
and administrators, student interest and business educators
determine whether the course Yill be offered as a part of
the school's basic business study program.

6. Sixty percent of the respondents felt that business lav
should be a required part of the school's curriculum.
7. Very little effort is made to predetermine the extent of
student interest in the course, but eighty percent of the
schools put forth an effort t,0 determine the number of
student population that might wish to enroll in the course.
8.

The respondents felt that business lav should not be offered
to only students that desire to follov the business curriculum.

9. There are no course prerequisites

~nd other selection factors
that determine vhether one vil1 be permitted to study business
lav.
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10.

The respondents felt that economic concepts, legal
misconceptions, contracts, torts and crimes, system
of legal jurisprudence, lau of sales, ownershippersonal and real property and negotiable instrunents
were the most important knoulodges and skills to be
emphasized in a high school business lau course.

11. Th(?.business lau teaching assignment :in all of lJorfolk's
high schools are made by the depa.rtaent chainnan, all
teachers \Tore selected by their department chairman
and uould be pleased with teach:ing multiple sections
of business law.

12. Respondents considered the relevancy of general educational values to be very high to a tone of eighty percent
and twenty percent felt it to be average.

, 13. It is a general feeling that business law should be
offered to everyone that desires to take the course.

14.

Sixty percent of the respor.dents felt that business
law should be offered to low a.bili ty students aiid sixty
percent felt that the vocabulary terms in most of the
state adopted textbooks are too difficult for the lot1
ability students to master •

.aecommendat:_~
l.

All of Norfolk's public schools should contimte to offer
business law.

2.

Some thought should be given concerning the feasibility
of offering business law to ninth grade students •

.3. Make business law a required pa.rt of the school's basic
business curriculum.

4. Put forth greater effort to predetermine the extent of
student interest in the course.

5. continue to offer business law to everyone that desires
to take the course.
-

6. Allow teachers to have input in being selected to teach
business lav.

7. A committee of business lau teachers should be formed to
determine why the vocabulary terms are too difficult for
low ability students to master and develop a plan to
rectify this problem.

l

l
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APP E 11 D ! X

A

633 West 34th Street
Norfolk, VA 23508
June 26, 1980

Dr. Sam Ray, Deputy Superintendent
Norfolk Public Schools
800 East City Hall Avenue
P.O. Box 1357
Room 1206
Norfolk; VA 23501
Dr. Ray:
I am a teacher at Lake Taylor High School in the Business
Education Departl':!ent and working this sunm1er toward a Hasters
degree at Old Dorainion University.
The purpose of .ny study is to deterrJine whether the business
law teachers in the City of )l'orfolk, Virt:inia high schools differ
in their oninions related to the justifications for teaching
business L:;.1 at the high school level.

I respectfully request that permission be granted to me
for the solicitation of infon-.ation froCT the business teachers
in the Norfolk city schools. This information will be used to
complete oy study.
I am enclosing an enuraerated listing showing the purpose
of this study and the infornation form that will be used in seeking
information pertain~ng to my study.

Sincerely,

Timothy L. Coffey, Teacher
Enclosures:
Information Foru Pertaining to Business Law
An enumerated listing showing the purpose of each question

Norfolk Public· Schools

SCHOOL

ADMINISTRATION

BUILDING. POST OFFICE BOX 1357

NORFOLK. VIRGINIA 23501

June 27, 1980

Mr. Timothy L. Coffey
633 West 34th Street
Norfolk VA 23508
Dear Mr. Coffey:

I have forwarded your letter of June 26, 1980, to
Dr. Anna G. Dodson, Director of Research, Testing
and Statistics.
She will review your questionnaire
and communicate with you further about your request.
Dr. Dodson has this responsibility on behalf of the
Superintendent, Dr. Albert L. Ayars.

Copy:

Dr. Anna G. Dodson

·,

633 West 34th Street
Norfolk, VA 23503
July 9, 1980

Dr. Anna G. Dodson
Norfolk Public Schools
800 East City Hall Avenue
P.O. Box 1357

Norfolk, VA 23501

Dr. Dodson:
A revised copy of the form being used by me for a research study
toward obtaining a degree froY.1 Old Dor;,5nion University, which is
entitled "S.:.11001 and Administrative ?olicy Governing Course" is

enclosed.
The only correction made is in the B section, number 10.
Thank you for allowing me to continue work toward a degree in
this area.
Sincerely,

Timotny L. Coffey
Enclosure

~,_~-~·._

·~

Norfolk Public Schools

\:i!r;/
,,,.:..;,e,.,..

SCHOOL

ADMINISTRA,ION

~

BUILDING. POST OFFICE BOX 1357

NORFOLK. VIRGINIA 23501

July 10, 1980

Mr. Timothy L. Coffey
633 West 34th Street
Norfolk, VA 23508
Dear Mr. Coffey:
, Your request to conduct a study to determine whether
the business law teachers in Norfolk Public Schools differ
in their opinions related to the justification for te·aching
business law at the high school level is granted.
~tis my understanding that you will solicit support from
the five teachers who are to be involved in your study.
A copy of information that will be mailed to each teacher
will be on file in my office.
Please send me a copy of the results for my file.
wishes to you in this endeavor.

Best

·sincerely,

Anna G. Dodson, Ed. D.
Director
Research, Testing & Statistics

omb

I

633 West 34th Street
Norfolk, VA 23508
June 26, 1980

I am working toward a Masters degree at Old Dominion
University this summer. I need your help!
I will appreciate it very much if you will complete the
enclosed infor~4tion form. This information is needed for
the completion of my study.
The purpose of my study is to determine whether the business
law teachers in our city differ greatly in our opinions related
to the justifications for teaching business law at the high
school level.
Have a nice summer and I will be looking forward to seeing
you at the beginning of our next tour of duty.
Sincerely,

Timothy L. Coffey
Enclosure

,
SCHOOL A..~D ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY GOVERNING COURSE

., ' f
A.

General Information

1.

The identification of the senior high schools in the Norfolk
Public School System that offer the business course, Business

Law.

2.

A determination and identification of the grade level(s) at
which the course is offered in Norfolk's public schools.

B.

3.

Whether the course is offered as a part of the school's
basic business study program.

4.

Or, whefher the subject is offered independently as a special
interest course to accommodate interested student groups.

5.

A determ.ination of the average enrollreent in business law
classes in the Norfolk Public Schools.

Curriculum and Placement Within the Schools

6.

A determination of how the decision is made to offer the
business law course.

7.

A determination of the person(s) that decides the grade

placement for the course.
8.

How a determination is made to offer the course and the
factors that contribute to making the decision.

9.

Whether the course is offered as an independent study course
and how this deteruination is made.

10.

C.

Whether it is a general feeling that business law should be
a required part of the school's basic business study program.

Students
11.

A determination of the effort that is made to predetermine
the extent of interest in the study of business la~.

12.

And, whether an effort is nade to gain information on the
student population that !!'igh t wish to enroll in t\1e course.

13.

Whether c:1~ course, :iusin0.ss Law, is oft~red as a part of
the school's o.:.sh: b'..!'3iness st1..:dy pro~rc.:::1, an<l hou this
information is cos~u~!ca~ed to tne intcr2sted stud~nt ~rc~ps.

D.

14.

Whether the course, Business Law, is offered as an independent
course and how this information is communicated to the
interested student groups.

15.

Whether the course should be offered to only those students
that desire to follow the business curriculum.

16.

A determination of the course prerequisites and other selection
fac~urs that are taken into consideration befort one is permitted to study business law.

17.

A determination of the general educational values that should
be emphasized in a high school business law course.

Teacher
18.

A determination of the factors that govern the selection of
the business law teacher(s) at each school.

19.

Whether each teacher has been selected by the department
chairman.

20.

Whether the teacher is satisfied with teaching multiple
sections of business law.

21.

A determination of the reasons for wishing to teach business
law.

22.

The position that is taken concerning the relevancy of
general educational values that may be received through
taking business law.

23.

Whether it is a general feeling that business law should
be offered in the schools of Norfolk to everyone that
desires to take the course.

24.

Whether business law should be taken by low ability students.

25.

Whether the vocabulary terms found in most of the state
adopted textbooks are found to be too difficult for the low
ability student to master.

APPENDIX

B

INFORMATION FOR.~ PERTAINING TO HIGH SCHOOL
BUSINESS LAW
1.

Is Business Law offered in your school? •••••••••••••••••• Yes

2.

At what grade level(s) is the course offered at your school?

3.

No

A.

9th

B.

10th

c.

11th

. ............................................................ .
............................................................. .
.............................................................. .

D.

12th

............................................................. .

E.

All of these

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e- •

ts the course offered as a part of your school's basic business
. . program? . ...........•........•..••..•...•...•••..•....... Yes ____ _ No

A.

4.
. 5.

6.

If no, what is your justification?

Or, is the course offered independently as a special interest course to
accommodate interested students? •••••••••••••••••••••••••• Yes ____ No
What is the average enrollment in business law classes in your school?

A.

10 - 14

B.

15 - 19

c.

20 - 24

D.

25 or

··················-·········································---. ...................................................... .

.......................................................... .
more
....................................................----

How is the decision to offer the course, Business Law, deterr.:i:i.ned?
A.

By student interest ........................•................•.....

B.

By teachers ...........•.............................. . , ........... .

c.

By teachers and admi.nistrators ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

D.

By all of the above

E.

Other combinations or reasons

•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••

IIJ

•••••••••••••••••••

7.

Who determines the grade placement for the course?

A.

D.
E.

Other combinations

c.

9.

10.

......................................................... .

...................................... .
No one . .......................................................... .
Do not know . ..................................................... .

B.

8.

Teachers

Teachers and administrators

Who or what factors determine whether the course will be offered as a part
of the school's basic business study program?

.................................................. .

A.

Student interest

B.

The need for economic literacy

c.

Business educators

D.

Others

................................... .

............................................... .

If the course is offered as an independent study course, who makes this
determination?

..........................................................-----

A.

Teachers

B.

Administrators

c.

Teachers and

D.

Course not offered as an independent study course ••••••••••••••••• ____

E.

Others

....................................................----administrators . ......................................-----

Should business law be a required part of the school's curriculum?
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Yes

No

11.

Is an effort made to predetermine the extent of student interest in the
study of high school business law? •••••••••••••••••••••• Yes ___ No

12.

Is an effort made to predetermine the number of student population that
might wish to enroll in the course, business law? ••••••••• Yes ___ No

13.

14.

15.
. 16.

17.

If the course business law is offered as a part of the school's basic
business study program, how is this information communicated to the
interested student groups?

A;

Guidance counselors ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

B.

Business education teachers ..................................... .

c.

Assembly programs

D.

Other methods

............................................... .

If the course business law is offered as an independent study course, how
is this information communicated to the interested student groups?
A.

Guidance counselors ........•.....................................

• B.

Business education teachers ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

............................................... .

c.

Assembly programs

D.

Not offered .......•••.•..••....•.....••.•••..••...•...•.••......•

E.

Other methods

Should business law be offered to only students that desire to follow the
business curriculum? .•.••••••.•••.•.•••.••••••••••••••.••• Yes ____ No ____
What course prerequisites and other selection factors determine whether
one will be permitted to study business law?
A.

High Academic achievement level ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

B.

Average Academic achievement level •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

C.

No prerequisites ••..••..•.•.••..••••...•..••.••..•.••..........••

D.

Others

What general educational values, those knowledges and skills needed by
everyone, should be emphasized in a high school business law course?
A.

Economic concepts ....... ......•..... • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

B.

Legal misconceptions ••.••••••••.....••.•••••.•..•......•.••.•.•••

C.

Contracts ..........••....•...•.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

18.

D.

Control in business••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

E.

Torts and crimes•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

F.

Other combinations

What selection factors govem the selection of the business law
teacher/teachers at your school?
·A.

Background preparation •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

B.

Interest teacher has in teaching the course •••••••••••••••••••••••

C.

Teaching experience of the teacher selected for teaching the course

D.

Teaching assignment made by department head •••••••••••••••••••••••

19.

Have you been selected by your department chairman to teach business
No
law? . ......••.............................•.•.......••.... Yes

20.

If you were selected to teach multiple sections of high school
business law would you be pleased with the appointment? ••• Yes

21.

---

No

What are some of your reasons for wishing to teach high school
business law?

A.
B.

c.
D.

E.
22.

Which position do you take concerning the relevancy of general educational
values that may be received through taking business law?
A.

High ..•.....•.....•....•.•..••..•..•.•...••..••...••.....•.•.....•

---

B.

Average .•............................ , .•.•.........•.......•...•..

---

C.

Low •.•••.•..•••..••••••••••••.••.••• • .••.•••••••••••••••••••••, ••.•

---

23.

Do you feel that business law should be offered in the schools of Norfolk
to everyone that desires to take the course?......
Yes ___ No

24.

Should business law be taken by low ability students? ••••• Yes

25.

Do you believe that the vocabulary terms found in most of the state
adopted business law textbooks are too difficult for the low ability
students to master? ••••••••••••••••••••.••••••.•••••.••••• Yes

No

No

